
Testing URL http://main-project-url

Standards WCAG 2.0 & 2.1

Levels Level A, AA

Platforms Chrome (Latest) FF(Latest) Edge Safari (Latest)
Win 10 JAWS NVDA JAWS NA

MAC 10.15 NA NA NA NA
Android 10 NA NA NA NA

iPhone NA NA NA NA

Test Status No. Of Issues
Screen Reader FAIL 20

Keyboard FAIL 2
Browser Zoom FAIL 2

Axe FAIL 3
Color Contrast FAIL 5
High Contrast PASS 0
Text Spacing PASS 0

TOTAL 32

Platform Compatibility Matrix

Please check 'Barriers' tab present at bottom of the sheet for bugs.



S No. Page URL
1 Home https://project-url-1
2 Page 2 Name https://project-url-2
3 Page 3 Name https://project-url-3
4 Page 4 Name https://project-url-4
5 Page 5 Name https://project-url-5

https://project-url-1/
https://project-url-2/
https://project-url-3/
https://project-url-4/
https://project-url-5/


Barrier Test Bug_id Severity WCAG Guideline Environment Users Affected
Page Name/ 

URL
Summary Steps to Reproduce Actual Result Expected Result Instances/ Observation User Impact Screencast Dev Recommendation

AXE BUG_101 Low 4.1.1 Parsing Win 10/ Chrome Visually Impaired Home
Application contains multiple 
elements with the same id 
attribute value.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Run axe tool and verify

Application contains multiple 
elements with the same id 
attribute value.

Id attribute value must be 
unique for all the elements.

Duplicate IDs may 
adversely affect 
assistive technologies 
such as screen readers. 
Any JavaScript, markup, https://www.screencast.com/link

Change an ID value if it is 
used more than once to be 
sure each is unique.

AXE BUG_102 High 1.3.1 Info & Relationship Win 10/ Chrome Visually Impaired Home
Ensures all page content is 
contained by landmarks.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Run axe tool and verify

All page contents are not 
contained by landmarks.

 Ensures all page content is 
contained by landmarks.

Without proper 
landmark region user 
will not be able to 
understand the 
structure of the page. https://www.screencast.com/link

Use both HTML5 and ARIA 
landmarks to ensure all 
content is contained within a 
navigational region. In 
HTML5, you should use 

AXE BUG_103 Low 1.3.1 Info & Relationship Win 10/ Chrome Visually Impaired Home
Landmark regions are not 
unique.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Run axe tool and verify

There are multiple landmark 
region with same name.

Ensure all landmark region of 
the page are unique

If duplicate landmark 
regions will be present 
then it will confuse the 
screen reader user in 
perceiving the page https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the name of 
landmark if it is used more 
than once to be sure each is 
unique.
Use both HTML5 and ARIA 

Keyboard BUG_104 High 2.1.1 Keyboard Win 10/ Chrome Visually Impaired Backpack
Social media icons are are not 
accessible through tab key.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to social media icons using tab key 
and verify

Social media icons are are not 
accessible through tab key. Tab 
key totally skips the social 
media icons.

Social media icons should be 
accessible through tab key.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If social media icons will 
not be accessible 
through tab key then 
keyboard user will not 
be able to access it. https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide proper indexing so 
that screen reader focus 
moves to tabs.
Refer link:
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCA

Keyboard BUG_105 High 2.4.7 Focus Visible Win 10/ Chrome
Low Vision

Motor Impaired
Backpack

Tab focus is not visible on 
carousel controls.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to carousel controls using tab key 
and verify

Tab focus is not visible on 
carousel controls.

Tab focus indicator should be 
visible on each and every 
interactive element.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

Low vision user will not 
unable to identify where 
the focus is at that time.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Add an appropriate color 
border when elements get 
focus.

Visit this link for the code:

Browser Zoom BUG_106 High 1.4.4 Resize Text Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Home
[Global] Search button 
truncates, when browser is 
zoomed upto 200%.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Apply 200% browser zoom and verify

Search button truncates, when 
browser is zoomed upto 200%.

Search button should not 
truncate, when browser is 
zoomed upto 200%.

Low vision user will not 
be able to perceive the 
carousel content.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Ensure that the container div 
enclosing the elements 
resizes on 200% zoom, this 
can be achieved by using % or 
em units.

Browser Zoom BUG_107 High 1.4.10 Reflow Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Home
[Global] Search button 
truncates, when browser is 
zoomed upto 400%.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Apply 400% browser zoom and verify

Search button truncates, when 
browser is zoomed upto 400%.

Search button should not 
truncate, when browser is 
zoomed upto 400%.

Low vision user will not 
be able to perceive the 
carousel content.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Make the design responsive 
and Using CSS media query to 
adjust the size of page for 
400% zoom size. Also make 
the site responsive.

Color Contrast BUG_108 High 1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Home
The color contrast ratio of text 
'News' is less than the 
standard ratio 4.5:1.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Verify color contrast ratio of text 'News'

The color contrast ratio of text 
'News' having white foreground 
and red background is less than 
the standard ratio 4.5:1. 

The color contrast ratio of text 
'News' having white 
foreground and red 
background should be equal to 
or more than the standard 

If Color contrast ratio 
fails for the text, then 
low vision user will not 
be able to access that 
particular text on the https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the colour of the 
element with respect to 
background such that it is as 
per standard color contrast 
ratio i.e 4.5:1 (Foreground : 

Color Contrast BUG_109 High 1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Home
The color contrast ratio of text 
'Refine Search' on hover is less 
than the standard ratio 4.5:1.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Verify color contrast ratio of text 'Refine 
Search' on hover

The color contrast ratio of text  
'Refine Search' on hover having 
white foreground and red 
background is less than the 
standard ratio 4.5:1. 

The color contrast ratio of text  
'Refine Search' on hover 
having white foreground and 
red background should be 
equal to or more than the 

If Color contrast ratio 
fails for the text, then 
low vision user will not 
be able to access that 
particular text on the https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the colour of the 
element with respect to 
background such that it is as 
per standard color contrast 
ratio i.e 4.5:1 (Foreground : 

Color Contrast BUG_110 High 1.4.11 Non-Text Contrast Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Backpack
The color contrast ratio of 
social media icon is less than 
the standard ratio 3:1.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Verify color contrast ratio of social media 
icons

The color contrast ratio of 
social media icons having white 
foreground and blue 
background is less than the 
standard ratio 3:1. 

The color contrast ratio of 
social media icons having 
white foreground and blue 
background should be equal to 
or more than the standard 

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If Color contrast ratio 
fails for the text, then 
low vision user will not 
be able to access that 
particular text on the https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the colour of the 
element with respect to 
background such that it is as 
per standard color contrast 
ratio i.e 3:1 (Foreground : 

Color Contrast BUG_111 High 1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Backpack

The color contrast ratio of text 
'27% Lorem Ipsum Ullab...' is 
less than the standard ratio 
4.5:1.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Verify color contrast ratio of text '27% Lorem 
Ipsum Ullab...'

The color contrast ratio of text 
'27% Lorem Ipsum Ullab...' 
having white foreground and 
grey background is less than 
the standard ratio 4.5:1. 

The color contrast ratio of text 
'27% Lorem Ipsum Ullab...' 
having white foreground and 
grey background should be 
equal to or more than the 

Instances:
1. Project Falcon> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Grand Opening> 

If Color contrast ratio 
fails for the text, then 
low vision user will not 
be able to access that 
particular text on the https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the colour of the 
element with respect to 
background such that it is as 
per standard color contrast 
ratio i.e 4.5:1 (Foreground : 

Color Contrast BUG_112 High 1.4.11 Non-Text Contrast Win 10/ Chrome Low Vision Backpack
The color contrast ratio of 
next/ previous icon is less than 
the standard ratio 3:1.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Verify color contrast ratio of next/ previous 
icon

The color contrast ratio of  
next/ previous icon having 
white foreground and irregular 
background is less than the 
standard ratio 3:1. 

The color contrast ratio of  
next/ previous icon having 
white foreground and irregular 
background should be equal to 
or more than the standard 

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If Color contrast ratio 
fails for the text, then 
low vision user will not 
be able to access that 
particular text on the https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the colour of the 
element with respect to 
background such that it is as 
per standard color contrast 
ratio i.e 3:1 (Foreground : 

Screen Reader BUG_113 High 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
[Global] Main landmark region 
is not defined for the web 
page.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Press Insert + F7 on NVDA  and verify 
landmark region

Main landmark region is not 
defined for the web page.

Main landmark region should 
be properly defined for the 
web page.

Without the landmark 
regions, screen reader 
users would not be able 
to understand the 
structure of the page. https://www.screencast.com/link

Use both HTML5 and ARIA 
landmarks to ensure all 
content is contained within a 
navigational region. In 
HTML5, you should use 

Screen Reader BUG_114 Low 2.4.4 Link Purpose
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Link text of skip link is not 
descriptive.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to Skip to content link using arrow 
keys and verify

Link text of skip link is not 
descriptive. Screen reader reads 
it as 'skip to content link'. 

Link text of skip link should be 
specific and descriptive 
enough so that user can 
understand its purpose. 
Instead of 'skip to content link' 

Without proper link text 
screen reader user will 
not be able to 
understand the purpose 
of the link. https://www.screencast.com/link

Change the link text of skip to 
content link to skip to main 
content link.

Screen Reader BUG_115 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Incorrect role is defined to 
search icon.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to search icon using arrow keys and 
verify

Incorrect role is defined to 
search icon. Role is 
unnecessarily defined as link 
instead of button.

Role of search icon should be 
defined as button.

If incorrect role will be 
defined then screen 
reader user will not be 
able to understand the 
correct purpose and https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide correct aria role to 
the element. aria role should 
be defined as button.
https://developer.mozilla.org
/en-

Screen Reader BUG_116 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Incorrect label is provided to 
search icon.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to search icon using arrow keys and 
verify

Incorrect label is provided to 
search icon. Screen reader 
reads it as 'search icon link'.

Proper and correct label 
should be provided to search 
icon. Label of search icon 
should be provided as 'search'.

Without proper label 
screen reader will get 
confuse and will not be 
able to identify the 
element. https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide aria label as search.

Screen Reader BUG_117 High 4.1.3 Status Messages
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Screen reader does not 
automatically announce the 
typeahead search results.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to search icon and hit enter
3. Navigate to search edit field, type something 
and verify

Screen reader does not 
automatically announce the 
typeahead search results.

Screen reader should 
automatically announce the 
typeahead search results.

If search results will not 
be announced 
automatically then 
screen reader user will 
not be able to identify https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide aria-
live=""assertive"" and 
role=""alert"" to the the 
changes that are made after 
hitting enter on sort button

Screen Reader BUG_118 High 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Heading hierarchy of the page 
is incorrect.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Press 'H' on NVDA and verify heading 
hierarchy of the page

Heading hierarchy of the page 
is incorrect. First heading of the 
page is tagged in h3 and 
heading jumps from h3 to h1.

Heading hierarchy of the page 
should be correct. First 
heading of the page should be 
tagged in heading level 1 and 
after that rest of the headings 

If headings are provided 
in an incorrect 
hierarchy, it would 
confuse screen reader 
users & they would find https://www.screencast.com/link

Construct the text intended 
as heading using html 
heading tags for e.g. h1, h2 
etc, also follow the correct 
heading hierarchy throughout 

Screen Reader BUG_119 Medium 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Plain text is unnecessarily 
tagged in heading.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to text 'At Devon we Lorem 
ipsum......' using arrow keys and verify

Plain text 'At Devon we Lorem 
ipsum....' is unnecessarily 
tagged in heading.

Plain text should not be tagged 
in heading.

If regular text will be 
tagged in heading then 
it will confuse the 
screen reader user.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Remove these texts from 
heading tag. And place them 
in <p>

Screen Reader BUG_120 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Incorrect role is defined to 
'Filter by topic' and 'refine 
search'.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to 'Filter by topic' and 'refine 
search' using arrow keys and verify

Incorrect role is defined to 
'Filter by topic' and 'refine 
search'. Role is unnecessarily 
defined as link instead of 
combo box and button.

Role of 'Filter by topic' should 
be defined as combo box and 
'refine search' should be 
defined as button.

If incorrect role will be 
defined then screen 
reader user will not be 
able to understand the 
correct purpose and https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide correct aria role to 
the element. aria role should 
be defined as button.
https://developer.mozilla.org
/en-

Screen Reader BUG_121 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Expanded/ collapsed state of 
'Filter by topic' combo box is 
not announced.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to 'Filter by topic' combo box hit 
enter and verify

Screen reader does not 
announce the expanded/ 
collapsed state of 'Filter by 
topic' combo box.

Screen reader should 
announce the expanded/ 
collapsed state of 'Filter by 
topic' combo box.

If expanded/ collapsed 
state of combo box will 
not be announced then 
screen reader user will 
not be able to identify https://www.screencast.com/link

Visit this link for the code:
https://www.w3.org/WAI/GL
/wiki/Using_the_WAI-
ARIA_aria-
expanded state to mark ex

Screen Reader BUG_122 Medium 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Plain text is unnecessarily 
tagged in link.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to text 'News, August 2021, 
Environment, Oklahoma, Body Vivamus in 
hendrerit...' using arrow keys and verify

Plain text 'News, August 2021, 
Environment, Oklahoma, Body 
Vivamus in hendrerit...' is 
unnecessarily tagged in link.

Plain text 'News, August 2021, 
Environment, Oklahoma, Body 
Vivamus in hendrerit...' should 
not be tagged in link.

If plain text will be 
tagged in link, then it 
will confuse the screen 
reader users.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Remove link tag from the 
plain text.

Screen Reader BUG_123 Medium 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home Name of 'x' icon is not defined.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to video link and hit enter
3. Navigate to 'x' icon using arrow keys and 
verify

Name of 'x' icon is not defined.
Name of 'x' icon should be 
properly defined. Name of 'x' 
should be defined as 'close'.

If name will not be 
defined then screen 
reader user will not be 
able to understand the 
purpose of button. https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide proper aria label to 
the button.
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCA
G20-TECHS/ARIA6.html

Screen Reader BUG_124 High 2.4.3 Focus Order
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Focus is not constrained within 
the video frame.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to video link and hit enter
3. Navigate inside video frame using arrow keys 
and verify

Focus is not constrained within 
the video frame. Screen reader 
focus moves to background 
page.

Focus should be constrained 
within video frame.

If screen reader focus 
moves out of the modal 
window, non-sighted 
users would not realize 
that the content read by https://www.screencast.com/link

Construct a video frame 
which should be 
accessible.Focus should be 
trapped inside video frame 
when it is open.

Screen Reader BUG_125 High 2.4.4 Link Purpose
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Home
Sufficient link text is not 
provided to social media links.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to social media links using arrow 
keys and verify

Sufficient link text is not 
provided to social media links. 
Screen reader is reading the 
link url with the social media 
links.

Sufficient link text should be 
provided to social media links. 
Screen reader should read it as 
link devon energy on facebook, 
link devon energy on twitter 

This issue is 
reproducible for all 
social media links 
present throughout the 
site.

Without proper link text 
screen reader user will 
not be able to 
understand the purpose 
of the link. https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide proper link text to 
social media links.

Screen Reader BUG_126 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' is not defined.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-urlblessings-
in-a-backpack/
2. Navigate to 'Linkedin, Twitter, Facebook' 
using arrow keys and verify

Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' is not defined. 
Screen reader reads it as plain 
text.

Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' should be defined 
link.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

Without proper role 
screen reader user will 
not be able to 
understand the purpose 
and functionality of https://www.screencast.com/link

Link role should be defined 
for the social media links.

Screen Reader BUG_127 Medium 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Social media links are not 
tagged in list.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to social media links using arrow 
keys and verify

Social media links are not 
tagged in list. Screen reader is 
reading it as plain text.

Social media links should be 
tagged in list.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If content will not be 
tagged in list then 
screen reader user will 
get confuse and will 
find difficulty in https://www.screencast.com/link

Tag the link in list.
Visit this link for code:
1. 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/tut
orials/page-

Screen Reader BUG_128 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' etc icons are not 
defined.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to 'Linkedin, Twitter, Facebook' 
using arrow keys and verify

Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' etc icons are not 
defined. Screen reader reads it 
as plain text.

Role of 'Linkedin, Twitter, 
Facebook' etc icons should be 
defined link.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

Without proper role 
screen reader user will 
not be able to 
understand the purpose 
and functionality of https://www.screencast.com/link

Link role should be defined 
for the social media links.

Screen Reader BUG_129 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Proper name is not defined for 
carousel control buttons.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2. Navigate to carouse control buttons using 
arrow keys and verify

Proper name is not defined for 
carousel control buttons. 
Screen reader is reading it as 
'link', 'button'

Proper name should be 
defined for carousel buttons. 
Screen reader should read it as 
button next slide, button 
previous slide.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

Without proper name 
screen reader user will 
not be able to 
understand the purpose 
of buttons. https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide proper aria label to 
the buttons.

Screen Reader BUG_130 High 4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Incorrect role is defined to 
carousel control.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to carousel control using arrow keys 
and verify

Incorrect role is defined to 
carousel control. Role is 
unnecessarily defined as link 
instead of button.

Role of carousel control should 
be defined as button.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If incorrect role will be 
defined then screen 
reader user will not be 
able to understand the 
correct purpose and https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide correct aria role to 
the element. aria role should 
be defined as button.
https://developer.mozilla.org
/en-

Screen Reader BUG_131 Medium 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack
Carousel controls are 
unnecessarily tagged in 
heading.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to carousel control using arrow keys 
and verify

Carousel controls are 
unnecessarily tagged in 
heading.

Carousel controls should not 
be tagged in heading.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If carousel controls will 
be tagged in heading 
then it will confuse the 
screen reader users.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Remove heading tag from 
carousel controls.

Screen Reader BUG_132 Medium 1.3.1 Info and Relationships
Win 10/ Firefox/ NVDA
Win 10/ Chrome/ JAWS
Win 10/ Edge/ JAWS

Visually Impaired Backpack

After hitting enter on carousel 
controls, focus unnecessarily 
moves to text 'Sed luctus, 
quam sit amet...'.

1. Launch the URL: https://project-url
2.Navigate to carousel controls, hit enter and 
verify

After hitting enter on carousel 
controls, focus unnecessarily 
moves to text 'Sed luctus, quam 
sit amet...'.

After hitting enter on carousel 
controls, focus should move to 
new updated slide.

Instances:
1. Low -E Facility> Same 
issue is reproducible on 
the page.
2. Project Falcon> Same 

If focus will move to 
text then it will confuse 
the screen reader users.

https://www.screencast.com/link

Provide proper tab indexing 
so that focus moves to 
updated slide.

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/F44.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/F44.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/F44.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/F44.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/F44.html
https://www.deque.com/blog/accessible-focus-indicators/
https://www.deque.com/blog/accessible-focus-indicators/
https://www.deque.com/blog/accessible-focus-indicators/
https://www.deque.com/blog/accessible-focus-indicators/
https://www.deque.com/blog/accessible-focus-indicators/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/SCR34
https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/SCR34
https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/SCR34
https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/SCR34
https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/SCR34
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/22223866/media-queries-for-different-zoom-levels-of-browser
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/22223866/media-queries-for-different-zoom-levels-of-browser
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/22223866/media-queries-for-different-zoom-levels-of-browser
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/22223866/media-queries-for-different-zoom-levels-of-browser
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